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February 2019 KDMC events
4 February - Navigational Scatter Rally (191)
Abbey Arms, Delamere 7pm

Mike Vokes / Graham Raeburn

11 February - Tour of Cheshire Marshals Night
Kilton Inn 8pm

Noel Watson / Duncan Wild

23 February - Annual dinner and awards presentation
Larkspur Lodge, Knutsford 6.30pm

Mark Adams / James Atkinson
Lee Skilling / David Ward

March 2019 KDMC events
2 March - Tour of Cheshire
Oulton Park Test Chief Marshal - Mike Timmins
Road Control Chief Marshals - Roger Hopkins / Noel Watson
Clerk of the Course -Mike Harrison
(for details / updates see articles)

4 March - Navigational Scatter Rally (192)
Bolton area

Alan Smith

11 March - Annual General Meeting
Kilton Inn 8.15pm

Jeff Gray

My thanks to: Phil Bateman, Peter Boyce, Roger Hopkins, Mike Lawson, Lee Skilling, Mike
Vokes, Noel Watson and Duncan Wild who have all contributed to this edition.
The next Bulletin will be published on 8 March. Please email your contributions for
the March Bulletin to Bulletin@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk by 28 February at the latest. Please
let me have photos to go with the articles.
Mike Harrison
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FROM THE HOT
SEAT

CHAIRMAN'S BIT
January 2019

I apologies if this month’s article is a bit short,
but I decided to write it earlier in order to
make sure it was available in time for our
Editor!!
Great idea. shame he forgot to attach the article to his
email before he left on the business trip! - ED

Mike Lawson. Chairman

With a business trip in the diary for the last
week in January there was going to be a fair
chance that if I waited to write it after my
return it would be too late.

January and 2019 got off to an excellent start with the Membership night; it seemed we had
a really good turnout, even to the extent that the meeting room was over flowing. I hope all
who attended collected the decals and we will soon see many KDMC logos around! Many
thanks to Margret Mullen and James Atkinson for organising the night.
The following Saturday saw me at Gaydon with son Andrew 'selling' the Plains Rally to
potential 'customers' at the HRCR Open Day. The HRCR Open Day has been attended
regularly by the ToC team 'selling' the Tour of Cheshire to HRCR members as the event is
included in the HRCR Clubmans Championship.
Regrettably due to a family funeral Mike and Lorna Harrison would not be able to front the
normal Tour of Cheshire stand with Duncan Wild. Mike had enlisted my help and that of
Mike Vokes to help on the TOC stand.
But then there was a last minute panic as KDMC were only notified the week before the
Open Day that as the Plains Rally as, a nominated round of the 2019 HRCR Stage Masters
Championship, had a display desk to man at the HRCR Open Day at Gaydon on Saturday
12th January.
As Duncan Wild and Mike Vokes were busy with the Tour of Cheshire stand at the
event, Andrew and I took responsibility for the Plains stand in the Stage Masters area.
They very kindly offered to support in anyway and for interested parties to be directed to the
ToC stand.
It was a big help that Duncan and Mike V took the
material
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Skilling and I should not forget to mention
the logistics of Les Sharp and Lee Skilling
designing a flyer for distribution at the event,
Duncan and Lorna arranging copying and
collection of said flyer. For me it was an interesting
day and a good opportunity to visit the HRCR
Open Day. I am not sure how many of the
enquires to the Plains stand will translate to
entries, but each one helps.
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While on the subject of the Plains, Yvonne and I
took a run down to Oswestry to visit the Wynnstay
Arms as the HQ for this year’s rally, I am sure it will
be a fine alternative to the Royal Oak.
My next planned event is the AutoSolo at Booths
Hall on the 27th, depending on flights back to the
UK being on time.
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I would like to end this shorter than usual Chairman's 'Bit' this month with a reminder that
the final date you can book your Annual dinner and Awards night tickets is fast approaching,
please don’t miss out on what I think is going to be a super evening, only because you let the
date slip by.
The new team have really put a lot of thought and work into making this an excellent evening
with what promioses to be a great externmal speaker, Paul Woodford.
Look forward to seeing you out with KDMC.
Mike Lawson

Tour of Cheshire 2019
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Monday 11th February – KDMC TOUR OF CHESHIRE - Marshal’s social &
training evening at the Kilton Inn WA16 0PZ on the A50 MR 109/719827. All
our regular marshals and new recruits (no need to be a KDMC member)
are welcome. There will be demonstrations and ‘hands on’ training for
those who wish to familiarize, or re-acquaint themselves with the ‘Liege
Clocks’ that we use on this event.

Last call !!
ANNUAL DINNER & AWARDS
NIGHT WITH GUEST SPEAKER
PAUL WOODFORD

Bookings close on Wednesday 6 February
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KDMC COMPETITION

NEW YEAR AUTOSOLO
27 JANUARY BOOTHS HALL
Competition for 2019
started here

Duncan Wild, Clerk of the Course

We must be mad!
An exposed car park in January with a biting
Northerly wind is not the ideal conditions for
marshalling. However, there was a good turn out of
members to cover the timekeepng and marshalling
jobs, led by Mike Timmins and Mark Adams.
Fortunately, I went to Booth’s Hall on Saturday to set
out the tests. There were 25 vans parked at the edge
of the car park which necessitated a re-design of one
test.

BOOTHS HALL 27 JANUARY

We ran fifteen tests, the last layout being a combination
of the previous two. 26 competitors took part, 20 in the
Autosolo and 6 in the PCA. The PCA was won by
Graeme Smith in the Caterham 7 from 16 year old
James Robinson in a Micra.
The Autosolo counts for the SD34 and ANWCC
Championships and attracted a competitive field. There
were also several novices and first timers in the event.
All appeared to enjoy themselves, not surprising as the
drivers were in warm cars. Andy Williams (Micra) won
the event by 1.4 seconds from Howard Morris (MX5).
There was a variety of cars entered from a Porsche
Cayman to a shortened Matiz. There were 7 Mazda
MX5s, clearly a popular autosolo car.
My big thanks to the KDMC members who turned out
to make the event run smoothly. I hope that you have
all thawed out. Two members who kept warm were
Cherrie with signing on and Lorna with the efficient
results inside the motorhome. Thanks to you all.
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Tour of Cheshire 2019
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Can you help?

2 March 2019
Marshals, timekeepers needed.
Whilst our chief marshals have just about recruited a full complement of timekeepers /
marshals for Time Controls on Regularity Sections we still need marshals for the tests we
are running at Oulton Park.
With five special tests on the Oulton Park Rally Stage there will be acvtion throughout most
of the day. Can you help? You could come for the day, the morning or the afternoon.
Please let Dale Cox (Test marshals co-ordinator) know if you are available to help 07908
534981 or Mike Timmins (marshals@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk)

LE JOG 2018
THE LONG ROAD NORTH!

The first weekend in December brings that rather obsessive
but masochistic motorsport event known as Le Jog, or to give
it its full title “The Lands End to John o Groats Classic
Reliability Trial”.
Peter Boyce recounts the 2018
event in the company of fellow
KDMC member Rich Harrison

Unlike most rallies, there is no official overall winner.However,
there is a set of overall positions so you know just where you
came in the scheme of things!
Competitors are competing against those in the same class or
trying to win gold, silver or bronze medals the standards of
which are set out in the regulations but are again based on
the performance of cars in your class.

LE JOG 2018
In 2017 Rich and I in the MGB had struggled in the snow and ice due to inappropriate tyre
choice, as had others. For the 2018 event approved winter tyres were mandatory, no winter
tyres – no start. In the event, there was no snow at all and only very limited ice in Scotland.
This year we used the nice red 1980 VW Golf Gti, one of four in our class along with a Mk2
Escort, a Toyota Celica and a couple of others. The first 4 cars were pre war; a Chevrolet Coupe,
2 Bentleys and a Morgan. The last and newest car was a 1985 BMW at 79 and we were at 67.
This running order remained the same for the whole event, ie oldest first and youngest cars
last.
At Lands End the weather was wild with rain and gales and at 07.30 on Saturday morning, in
the dark, the first car began the event .We left at 08.37 and after 6 tests and five regularities
over Bodmin Moor and Dartmoor it was up the M5 and over the Severn Bridge into Wales and
a test at the Severn View Services before heading for the dreaded Caerwent Army Base.
Now in the dark we had three big tests followed by a regularity mostly within the base and
quite a challenge in the dark and with the notorious hidden kerbs there. One aspect of Le Jog
is the need to keep pressing on, the road sections being very tight indeed, and we were
getting perilously close to our OTL time. We decided to cut regularity 7 to get to the Main
Control near Abergavenny on time. Here we received the details of the later regularities and of
the tough time control section that ends the Welsh night section. We also had a much needed
meal! These TC sections were really old style rallying putting us in mind of the days when,
much younger, we had enjoyed the Welsh lanes on Motoring News night rallies.
The 20 odd time controls and passage checks were in the border country just west of the
Longmynd, a maze of narrow lanes and junctions, great fun. A short road section took us to
Telford arriving at about 04.30 for a brief night’s sleep, having been rallying since 08.37 some
20 hours on the road!
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Off again at 10.07 for regularities and tests in Staffordshire and the Peak District. Including a
couple of very rough tests at the motor cycle circuit at Darley Dale. Again the schedule was
tight and after a run up the M1 to get round Leeds / Bradford we were getting late. A set of
regularities from near Harrogate up through the north Pennines past Barnard Castle and
Stanhope, with a bit of ice on the tops meant we needed to cut the last regularity to get to the
Main Control at Slaley Hall near Hexham in time. Arrival was at about 10.00, a meal and bed.
Most of the regularities had to be plotted on the move after the first few given out at Lands
End and this adds to the challenge as there is no time to spare on the road sections.

LE JOG 2018
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Monday morning off at 08.37 with 2 tests in the hotel grounds before some long regularities
through Keilder and the south Scottish forests. Then a rather complex route to take crews
between the Glasgow and Edinburgh conurbations to Kilsyth and a regularity over the hills to
a passage check before a long trek via Crianlarich towards Oban via regularities and an
interesting test on the old railway at Balquhidder Station.
Again the clock was beating us and we cut a big loop south of Oban before a run up to Fort
William and a 2 hour halt during which we had a welcome meal and an hour's rest on chairs,
the floor , under tables etc, wherever there was space.
Now for the hard bit, the Loch Ness Monster regularity, 80 miles in the network of highland
roads and lanes between Fort William and Inverness presented in the form of a marked map
on leaving the control.

One memorable section was the infamous Inverfarigaig Corkscrew, a set of incredibly tight
uphill hairpins. The last surviving pre war car was in trouble here, one of the Bentleys. The Golf
is
a good
car on
sections like this! In some ways this was the highlight of the event for us as
LE
JOG
2018
despite it being a regularity we needed to go as fast as we could.
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Over the Kessock Bridge and a brief halt at Skiach near Tain, where we received more route
handouts for the next 3 regularities and it was off again, looping off the A9 on to the lanes once
more and a bit of ice. Again the timing was tight and we were getting tired, so we cut one
regularity to arrive at the test at the Little Ferry Kart circuit near Golspie for a run round the track
in the dark. Another loop into the interior before a breakfast halt in Helmsdale, a nice fry up and
a half hour’s rest before the final regularities to the finish.
So getting the final handouts, we headed north to a loop inland from Brora and the last section
to John o Groats, arriving at about 11.00. It is always quite a moment to drive through the finish
arch with the piper playing and the crowds applauding after a 24 hour stint of rallying with just
the odd break. After the photos and all the adrenalin has gone, it is a quiet drive into Wick to find
our digs and get some sleep before the awards dinner in the evening.

LE JOG 2018

Of the 70 plus cars that set off from Lands End, 51 finished, over 20 classics falling by the wayside.
Though there is no official ”winner”, the best performance was by Roger Tushingham and the
very young (KDMC member) Amy Henchoz in the beautifully prepared MGB.
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None of the pre war cars finished and of the 4 Golf GTIs 2 retired. We ended at 31st overall with
which we were very happy. The Golf had gone well with no problems. But it is not an event for
the faint hearted and it is as well to have a strategy. Ours is to get to John o Groats and to
recognise that when we are tired we make a decision to cut.
It is important to know your
limitations.
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Clearly you want to do as
well as you can but the
event is an ENDURANCE
event and lasting the
course is the objective,
especially at my advanced
age!
It is a great adventure and
we will probably do it again
in 2019.

KDMC COMPETITION

2019 KDMC NAVIGATIONAL SCATTER
RALLIES - THE 'TWILIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIP'
2019 Scatters

KDMC are once again running a series of Scatter rallies 3 in the Spring and 3 in the Autumn - a great way to
learn or hone map skills, and ideal for novices.
Monday 4th February - Scatter 191 - organised by
Graham Raeburn / Mike Vokes
Starting at the Vale Royal Abbey Arms, Delamere.

Mike Vokes, Competition Secretary
vokes@hotmail.co.uk
or tel: 07745 371386

Monday 4th March - Scatter 192 - organised by Alan
Smith, Bolton area.
Monday 1st April (oh dear...!) - Scatter 193 - organised by
David Ward / Julian Broadhurst, Macclesfield area.
Get the dates in you diary!! :-)
For information the later dates are Scatter 194 - 7th
October; Scatter 195 - 4th November; Scatter 196 - 3rd
December.

BLACKHURSTS ANNUAL
EVENING OF MOTORSPORT

24 January 2019

Blackhurst Garages dealership service
centre is on Shakespeare Way,
Whitchurch Industrial Estate, SY13 1LJ.

New KDMC member, David Blackhurst welcomed KDMC
members and other liked minded petrol nuts to the now
annual ‘Evening of Motorsport’ at his dealership premises.
The evening was run by Howard Davies who interviewed all
the vehicle owners and led the charity auction. The evening
raised over £1,200 for charity.
There will be a 'motor show' on 22 September as part of the
dealership's 80th birthday celebrations. We are all invited.
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Tour of Cheshire

It's all systems go for

2 March 2019
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It's frightening to think that the next Tour of Cheshire is only 4 weeks away!
However, I think (hope) the TOC Team have everything under control - other than the
weather which is currently snow and ice outside as I pen this article. Let's hope that is all over
and done with by 2 March (we don't want a repeat of 2018 and the 'Beast from the East' thank you).
The control locations still need to be 'marked' at the roadside and we have two regularities to
measure with the wheel driven Brantz. There is a ton of printing and collating to do, packing
folders for the officials and competitors etc etc. Just remembered I've not got the things to go
in the marshals' goodie bags yet nor ordered the cheeses. Job for Monday.
Hopefully we will soon get to the point were the 'to do' list is shorter than the jobs completed
list.
We have a new venue for scrutineering - an almost branded new showroom workshop at
Reaseheath College part of the new facilities opened this academic year. Mr Walters should
be happy!
Rally HQ is again at the Bickerton Poacher, Bulkeley and the majority of the off road action
will be at Oulton Park where there will be a number of tests on their Rally Stage.

A date for the diary !
If you have not heard Steve speak about accident investigations before you've
missed a real treat. Do come, it's a fascinating presentation not to be missed.

A year in the life of
our chief marshal
(PART 1)

My role as both Club Chief Marshal as well as the Plains is varied and keeps me busy. The
hardest part of the role is getting enough volunteers to run all the events that we as KDMC
not only organise but also support.
In June 2017 I was suddenly hospitalised with a blood clot in my leg. After a few operations
and 3 weeks in hospital, including a weekend in ICU, I was allowed home with the surgeon's
words ringing in my ears “don’t be surprised if you only have 1 leg when you die”!
Any way after a few weeks mopping around at home I decided to make the most of 2018
and get out to as many off our events as I could.
As always, the year began with MSA training this year in Warrington. I ensured I was booked
on and got everything ready to head off on the Saturday morning. Of course, that night my
leg decided to play up so come Saturday morning I was in no state to go on the training…..
Not a good start to the year.
At the end of the month was the first competition of the year the KDMC January Autosolo
followed very closely by the Cambrian Rally where I was deputy stage commander whist Phil
Mostyn was stage commander. My main role here is to ensure that Phil is happy, i.e feed him
with a constant supply of bacon and sausage butties and coffee. We run a stage on the
Cambrian for North Wales Motor Club who in return run one for us on the Plains.

March should of see the Tour of Cheshire but due to the snow this was cancelled along with
many other events in the same fortnight!
So we head to April and the first event of the month was the Rallynuts Stages based at the
show ground in Blyth Wells. Once again we were running a stage for them, this time I took on
the stage commander with Mark Adams and Andy Redhead acting as my deputy and Stage
Safety Officer. Again we are returning the favour as many of the Rallynuts team help us again
at the Plains. A good day was had by all who attended and again we ran a incident free stage.

The end of the month saw the first of the grass KDMC events taking place. This year I agreed
to be C of C for the event. This was something new to me. I was lucky that Jenny Lawson
agreed to be the Entry Secretary and basically did everything needed to run the event. I just
turned up with the trailer, some diagrams form Duncan and having appointed Mark Adams as
the chief marshal for the evening we set up the tests.
Mark had the great idea of arranging some timing training for the event and this brought out
more marshals than seen at a grass autotest for many a year. The events run every month for 5
months and this year the good summer encouraged a few, well 1 or 2 more of you to come
out and help.
May of course see’s the Plains Rally . This year was certain a challenging year to say the least.
Months of planning goes into running the events and Les and Phil spend almost every spare
minute they have in the 6 months before hand planning it. For me it involves at least 3
weekends beforehand going down to the area to complete a route check, work out
equipment and manpower needs for each stage and of course the dreaded PR.

Knocking on doors, talking to residents to address any concerns and advertising the event.
I also have to recruit the four stage commanders we need, as many marshals as I can and
of course the Set Up team but more about them later! With all the new rules coming in
the role requires more and more time every year. I am lucky that I have 2 fantastic deputy
chief marshals, Mark Adams and Andy Redhead,

They take on the equipment side of the role for me and are there when I need support
and to bounce ideas off.
Next month - The rest of 2018.

Limited places so book early to avoid disappointment.

Can you help Baz?
Baz Green has asked if KDMC could provide an experienced Test
Commander to take Phil Bateman's place on the 3 Castles and 116 Targa
Tracks events as unfortunately Phil is having to stand down for health
reasons.
Many KDMC members have been out of these events and under Phil's
guidance the Club has run very successful and safe Tests on these events
for a good number of years. Baz is a good supporter of KDMC events and it
would be great if KDMC can fill the gap with somebody willing to take over
one, or both, of these events in Phil's place.
If you are interested or want to know more details before committing please
let Phil Bateman know (philbateman@hotmail.com)

Roger Hopkins reviews the ANWCC Championship 2018 results

Unfortunately KDMC didn't make it a hat-trick of three wins in the ANWCC Inter Club
Championship - by only 12 points. We were beaten by Caernarvon & Anglesey M C (C & A) who
had a grand total of 444 points compared with our 432 points. Third overall were Bolton Le
Moors Car Club who scored 374 points.
For me the most interesting point to note from the results is the fact that C & A had 24 club
members signed up for the ANWCC Championship, against our 13 KDMC members who
registered with ANWCC, for the Championship - actually one more than Dave Thomas
[ANWCC] had on his list!!
During the year I thought we were going to achieve our hat-trick as we were jockeying for the
top position with C & A, but by the time we moved into the second half of the year C & A
started to move ahead and we had to settle for the Runners-up Spot. It took me a bit of time to
work out why we had slipped from the top spot, but my theory is outlined later in this article.
KDMC Contenders entered all of the disciplines available, and the highest scores for KDMC
were Autotests & Autosolos with 125 points in both disciplines. Our lowest scores were Stage
Rallies & Car Trials.
Over the page and in the next issue of the Bulletin I will share a few notes about each of the
"baker’s dozen" from KDMC who helped one way or another to achieve the 432 points
throughout 2018. The Competitors / Club Members are shown in alphabetical order, however I
have tried to indicate overall performance and / or class positions which are obviously very
important.
I believe the reason why KDMC was struggling for points in 2018 may have been caused by the
fact that the Tour Of Cheshire was postponed very much at the last minute because of the
threat from 'The Beast From The East', and rescheduled to September 2018.
As the Tour of Cheshire is normally the first round of the HRCR Championship in March, Dave
Thomas (ANWCC Championship Co-ordinator), usually comes to Signing-On to encourage as
many competitors as possible to register for the various ANWCC Championships. We will never
know whether this was the reason that KDMC failed to score as many points as usual in the
Historic Road Rally Championship, but I suspect it is. Hopefully Dave Thomas will be with us
on 2 March to encourage KDMC members to sign-up for the Championship. Andy Wiliams did
a good job plugging the ANWCC Championship at the recent KDMC New Year Autosolo.
Hopefully we will be able to encourage as many KDMC members to sign-up for the ANWCC
Championships within the next few weeks in order that we can challenge the other Motor
Clubs in the North West for the coveted Trophy ie; Inter-Club Championship Winners!

Dave Auden
Dave has been rallying many years, and in 2018 he used two cars for the ANWCC Forest Rally
Championship.
For 2018 he was Runner-up in Class E in the Championship in his Lancer Evo VI. In addition,
he was second Rear Wheel Drive (RWD) and second Senior (I told you he has been rallying
for many years).
Dave also took part in the Historics part of the Forest Championship in his MGB where he
managed to finish Runner-up, second RWD & second Senior.

Peter Boyce
Once again Peter Boyce (who resides in Kent these days) teamed up with Rich Harrison
(now residing in the Cotswolds), to do various rounds of the HRCR Clubmans
Championship which are also rounds of the ANWCC Historic Road Rally Championship, as
well as being rounds of the KDMC Historic Rally Championship.
Congratulations to Peter who became the Champion Navigator [ANWCC Historics], and
he is now busy sharpening his pencils and cleaning his maps etc; to try to take the title
again in 2019, but if Matthew Vokes registers for ANWCC in 2019, it may be another story.
Peter should also be congratulated for completing two long distance Rallies, Rally of the
Tests and Le Jog) in 2018 with Rich Harrison which is absolutely brilliant when one
considers that Peter is probably the oldest active competitor at the moment.
Left to right: Paddy Hopkirk, Peter Boyce and
Paul Loveridge (Chairman HRCR)
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Lauren Crook
Lauren had another busy year by competing in various disciplines as part of the ANWCC
Championships. As part of 'Team Williams' Lauren navigates for Andy Williams in his
Vauxhall Nova on Road Rallies, and in addition she competes in the Autosolos using a
Saab 9.3.
With regard to road rallies Lauren
finished 4th in Class, and in the
Ladies Rally Championship
finished 7th Overall,
congratulations
The Saab is quite a big car but
Lauren manages to throw it
around the cones during
Autosolos, so much so that she
finished 9th Overall and 2nd in
Class C plus 1st Lady therefore
Lauren should not be underestimated, she is very
competitive!
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Dave Evans
Dave has made his name as an Autotester & during 2018 he has had a lot of success in his
Blitz Autotest Special.
Congratulations to Dave who was the Champion Autotester in 2018, beating both Colin
Moreton, who was third overall and Duncan Wild who was fourth overall.
In addition, Dave won the First Senior Award for Autotesting.
Next month we'll cover the remaining 2018 ANWCC contenders.
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